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Greetings and Welcome!
Thank you for choosing MIA Laboratories.

Overview
The Musiqual tools encapsulate all the characteristics and inner workings of their analog counterparts, providing the user with a simple way to
achieve the perfect combination of tone and colour.

Each unit consists of a Single Band EQ -with carefully selected and tuned frequency bands-, a Harmonic Distortion component and a Compressor,
recreating the sound of the much appraised analog gear.

Red for Tube, Green for Transistor and Blue for Class A; all together creating a unique and powerful set of tools to add a warm, analog flavour to
your sound, with precise control over the amount of coloration, harmonic distortion and compression applied.

EQ
Colouration of the sound is one of these characteristics, intrinsic to the analog circuits, that could “make or break” a deal when looking for that new
piece of gear. The Musiqual EQ tries to bring this characteristic to the digital domain, while providing unique control over this “colour”.

Contrary to conventional Equalisers, when boosting or attenuating a certain frequency with the Musiqual EQ, its harmonic and subharmonic
frequencies are also affected, creating a more natural and musical result, often accompanied by a profound change in timbre. Such changes,
although subtle when audited in “solo”, is what can really make a sound stand out -or blend in- in a mix.

More importantly, the speed or “slewing rate” of an amplifier heavily affects the perception of depth in a mix. The EQ in the Musiqual Tools
conveniently reflects this feature, allowing for easier separation in the depth of field at specific frequencies, without the use of delay.
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Distortion
Another intrinsic characteristic of analog gear is the harmonic distortion, a “defect” that the musical industry eventually embraced over the years,
rendering it essential to the sound that we are used to.

The Musiqual tools emulate the corresponding harmonic distortion introduced by Tube, Transistor and Class A circuits, when driven “hot”. The user
has control over the amount of distortion applied to the signal, easily achieving the characteristic analog feel.

Compressor
Hardware equipment also varies greatly in its dynamic or headroom-induced audio character and sound signature. This is affected by the topology
and components used in the circuit, as well as the design and specific function or process.

The Compressor present in the Musiqual Tools is developed using physical modelling principles and its settings are specifically tuned to simulate
the response of the corresponding Tube, Transistor and Class A hardware equipment. It allows the user to control the signal’s peak and dynamic
range, while enhancing the characteristic analog flavor.

Use Cases
The Musiqual tools are suitable for a wide range of applications, when a specific analog flavour is sought after. They can be very useful when
applied to individual instruments, as well as on the Master Bus, especially when tuned to the tonality of the program material.

The characteristic EQ can come really handy when a specific instrument needs to be pushed in or out of a mix at a specific frequency. It allows for
boosts and cuts that sound more musical and less profound, as well as easier separation in the perceived depth of field.
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Installation
Installing the Musiqual Tools is fairly easy, just download and run the appropriate installer for your operating system. The license for this plugin
requires the use of iLok license manager software and an iLok account. The license can be deposited on a physical iLok (2nd generation or higher)
or on iLok Cloud. For further information regarding the activation process, please refer to the activation guide provided. In case that you do not have
the iLok License Manager, or you have an outdated version, you can download it for free here: license-manager

Note for Windows users: The Musiqual Tools will be installed by default on the following directory - C:\Program Files\Common Files\VST3. (If this
directory is not included in the search path list for vst plugins of your DAW, you can add it manually or change the installation location from the
Browse menu of the installer to the one you are using).
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MUSIQUAL RED

Mus���a� R�d ���il����es ��� s�u�� t��� t�� �as����at� Tub� ���hu����t �i��s ���.

Musiqual Red’s EQ offers 31 carefully selected bands to choose from, representing the “key” frequencies when it comes to Tube gear. Each band
comes with a designated “Colour” algorithm, enhancing this unit’s character and allowing for more musical and Tube-flavoured equalisation.

Similarly to the slower Tube pre-amps, Musiqual Red also tends to push sounds back, in terms of perceived depth of field.

The Harmonic Distortion component of Musiqual Red was designed to simulate the response that Tube circuits exhibit when driven “hot”. It primarily
introduces 2nd and 3rd order harmonics, along with some 4th order harmonics and allows for easy control over the amount of distortion added to
the signal.

Musiqual Red’s Compressor is specifically tuned to complement the Tube character of this unit. It has fixed attack and release settings and allows
for easy control of the amount of compression applied to the sound.

Musiqual Red is mostly suited for instruments like bass, guitars (acoustic and electric), vocals and any material that would benefit from that “Tube”
essence. Most notably, bass greatly favors harmonic content introduced by Tube circuits. Musiqual Red is particularly relevant, while not limited to,
for use in the higher and lower ends of the spectrum.
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MUSIQUAL GREEN

Mus���a� Gr��� e�h����s a ��r��� Tr���is��� c���ac���, p�o��d��� t�a� c���s��a� 1990’s �o��d.

Musiqual Green’s EQ provides a fairly transparent sound with ‘Transistor’ flavour that is so characteristic of analog technology. The user has
complete access in the 20Hz - 20kHz range, since there are no specific, predetermined bands as in the other Musiqual tools. “Colour” is soft and
discrete.

Transistor or op-amp circuit amplifiers exhibit a strong component of 3rd order harmonic distortion. The Harmonic Distortion component in the
Musiqual Green simulates this characteristic sound, mostly introducing odd harmonics, with the 3rd one being the most prominent. The user can
precisely tune the amount of distortion added to the signal.

The Compressor present in Musiqual Green is specifically tuned to complement the Transistor character of this unit. It has fixed attack and release
settings and allows for easy control of the amount of compression applied to the sound.

Musiqual Green is mostly suited for synths, guitars (acoustic and electric), percussive instruments and Drums. Most notably, snares typically benefit
greatly from “Τransistor” colour and distortion. It is particularly relevant, while not limited to, for use in the mid range of the spectrum.
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MUSIQUAL BLUE

Mus���a� Bl�� �e��v��� a v���� Cla�� A flav���, re����s�e�t of ��� w���, fa� ��d ���ot� ���n� o� c���s�� a���o ge��.

Musiqual Blue’s EQ offers 16 carefully selected bands to choose from, representing the “key” frequencies when it comes to Class A gear. Each
band comes with a designated “Colour” algorithm, enhancing this unit’s character and allowing for more musical and Class A-flavoured equalisation.

Similarly to the fast Class A pre-amps, Musiqual Blue also tends to bring sounds forward, in terms of perceived depth of field.

The Harmonic Distortion component in Musiqual Blue recreates the asymmetrical clipping, typically found in Class A circuits. It provides the
characteristic sound of an overdriven Class A circuit, allowing the user to conveniently control the amount of distortion introduced to the signal.

The Compressor present in Musiqual Blue is specifically tuned to complement the Class A character of this unit. It has fixed attack and release
settings and allows for easy control of the amount of compression applied to the sound.

Musiqual Blue is mostly suited for sounds with fast, sharp transients, including percussive instruments and Drums. Most notably, Kick Drums
typically benefit greatly from “Class A” colour and distortion. Musiqual Blue’s EQ is also particularly useful for instruments with rich harmonic
content.
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Technical Specifications

MUSIQUAL RED
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Figure R.1 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 1KHz, Colour = 100%
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Figure R.2 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 100Hz, Colour = 100%
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Figure R.3 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 10kHz, Colour = 100%
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Figure R.4 : Harmonic Distortion at 100%
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Figure R.5 : Compression Dynamic Response for different “Compression” Settings
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Figure R.6 : Gain Reduction Knee Response for different “Compression” settings
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Technical Specifications

MUSIQUAL GREEN
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Figure G.1 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 1KH, Colour = 100%
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Figure G.2 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 100Hz, Colour = 100%
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Figure G.3 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 10kHz, Colour = 100%
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Figure G.4 : Harmonic Distortion at 100%
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Figure G.5 : Compression Dynamic Response for different “Compression” Settings
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Figure G.6 : Gain Reduction Knee Response for different “Compression” settings
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Technical Specifications

MUSIQUAL BLUE
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Figure B.1 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 1KH, Colour = 100%
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Figure B.2 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 125Hz, Colour = 100%
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Figure B.3 : Frequency response for +100% and -100% Gain at 8kHz, Colour = 100%
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Figure B.4 : Harmonic Distortion at 100%
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Figure B.5 : Compression Dynamic Response for different “Compression” Settings
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Figure B.6 : Gain Reduction Knee Response for different “Compression” settings
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*All diagrams created using plugin Doctor

Thank You!

MIA Laboratories
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https://ddmf.eu/plugindoctor/

